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Held Fiesta Income Over $1,000
By Publications Up $177.41 Over Last Year;
Union Thursday
Committee Lauds Students

ODDS and ENDS Marietta Trims Tar Varsity, Elections
Rollins Jayvee Wins Thriller
Bob Johnson challenges one anc
jll to an old fashioned Maine spittin' contest. Sorry, Bob, but you've
jot too big an advantage right
low. Next time get someone to
)eel those olives I

Shakes Up Crew to
Rollins Registrar Bradley
Mould Winning Boat for
Northern Competition
Elected New Vice
Giantonio, H a r m o n Re-ElectBy TED PITMAN
Using long, powerful strokes
ed; Gregg, Darling, Kelly
President F.A.C.U. Marietta
College from Ohio soundN e w E d i t o r s for 1940-41

New Concessions Shove ProQUESTION OF THE "WEEK
ceeds to Ail-Time High, as
^ 0 burned a red flare outside of
ly whipped the Rollins varsity
ffhat sorority house around mid
Rain Prompts Changes
A n n a B . Treat Honored B y crew in Friday's feature race on
night Sunday?
(SUPER-QUES
Florida Colleges at Annual Lake Maitland.
TION OF THE WEEK) . . WHY;
The Tar boat jumped into a
Convention in T a m p a
slight lead over their rival from
is rumored that Billy Minsky
The seventh annual meeting of Ohio, rowing a 44 at the start, with
lis sending an agent down to contact the Florida Association of CoUegi Marietta about two points lower.
The most important business
B e a n e r y Dinner Y i e l d s $ 5 5 1 ;
Jess Gregg, who knocked the hat and Universities, designed for the
As the boats neared the half-way handled by the Publications Union
Concessionaires T a k e $ 4 5 8 ,
off a man at ten paces with one of cooperative adjustment of some mark the Marietta boat drew even in their meeting Thursday night
A s F r a t s Lead Sororities
those hip-wiggles a t the Gypsy problems common to these institu with the Tars and at the marker was the election of the editors and
Fiesta.
tions, was held at the University of at the cypress trees Marietta gave business managers for the SandOff to a flying start with a
Tampa last Friday and Saturday. a sprint and passed the Tar boat, spur, Flamingo, Tomokan, and "R"
noisy,
colorful
street
parade
Raymond T. Hickok, (The "T" Eight Florida colleges were repre- leaving it a half length in its wake Book of 1940-41. Letters of applithrough Orlando and Winter Park,
stands for Tiffany, girls) arrived sented; Dean Anderson, Miss Treat, and adding to the distance at each cation having been already submit3 Rollins Gypsies, little daunted
ted to the union, these applications
at Lyman Hall early Sunday morn- Mr. Wattles, Mr. Weinberg, and stroke.
Il intermitten showers and lowerPassing the three-quarter mark were read and the applicants coning, accompanied by some very Miss Packham formed the Rollins
I ? skies, folded their tents and
the Ohioans had two full lengths sidered and voted on in the light
strange noises. The Phi Delts have contingent.
' ole away to Recreation Hall,
of
their
former
experience
and
on
the
Floridians
but
in
a
last
deshis pelt hanging from the PentMiss Treat, Registrar at Rollins,
w lere the traditional Fiesta spirit,
competence
in
the
position
for
house.
was elected vice-president of the perate effort Don Ogilvie gave a
ut dampened and cheerful as ever,
Association during the business final desperate drive and the Tars which they were asking.
; ' availed throughout last Friday.
picked up a quarter of a length but
Results of the election were as
When the last soggy pasteboard
The other night a gang of Sigma session, replacing Dean Anderson
Marietta flashed across the line
Hows: Flamingo: Jess Gregg,
on
the executive committee.
ticket had been counted, the final
Nus smelled a cork, and began to
one
and-a-half
lengths
ahead,
for
Editor;
Tomokan:
Dudley
Darling,
Friday afternoon speakers from
penny stacked, and the last expense
make quite a rumpus. A neighbora new course record of 4:4G.
Editor; Carl Sedlmayr, Business
paid, the Fiesta Committee, under
ing Lambda Chi, tactful at first, the University of Miami and the
Hickok Strokes Jayvees to
Manager; "R" Book, Robert Mcthe able leadership of Mrs. William
tailed up and sweetly implored the University of Florida talked on
Thrilling Victory
Fall, Editor; Alden Manchester,
Melcher, was able to point to a new
)oys to lay off. They made tear- "The Maximum Student Load" and
Calling on his crew for a final Business Manager; Sandspur: Dick
high in proceeds, $1009.72 being
ful promises, but the bedlam con- "College Credit by Exemption Exlast
effort
and
jumping
his
stroke
Kelly,
Editor;
John
Giantonia,
Busrealized between the concessions,
jnued. So finally our hero went amination", Dean Anderson leadup in an unbelievable manner, Ray iness Manager.
chicken dinner and auctions.
the phone, and again spoke to ing the discussion on these subHickok stroked another brilliant
jects.
During
the
course
of
the
Another
development
of
the
' Sigma Nus.
They quieted
The new figure represents an inrace as he nosed out the Marietta meeting was the decision to condown like lambs, and next morning meeting the Association favored a
crease of $177.41 over the 1939 inJayvees in a neck and neck race, fine all advertising to the Sand;ked him what magical words summer workshop of training for
come, which totaled $832.31. Of
which
was
only
decided
in
the
last
spur and Tomokan and to keep the
sed. "Elementary, m' dear teachers, which teachers from the
the new total, $551.15 was taken in
e school would attend together twenty seconds.
Flamingo a purely literary magaWatson," said he, "I simply said,
1. Thomas A. Edison, widow of the famous scientist, pictured
at the College Commons, and the
in which they could work out
Clara Adolfs, Caroline Sandlin, Charlotte Stout and
ny best bass voice, 'Listen, you
remaining $458.57 was derived
The Tarlets had the jump at the
M. K. Harmon, Jr., was elected Perrottet, as she presented Rollins with the ebony tree in the foreground. from concessions, auctions, etc.
!*!*?,()! so-and so's, the whole their problems. Another recom- start rowing a slightly higher
Mr. Edison was an honorary alumnus of Rollins.
A. house is coming over and mendation was that no college stroke than the Marietta juniors, advertising commissioner; and th
Although there was a slight intick the living ?!** out of you if teacher take, in any single year,
crease in the amount of money
both crews settled the Marietta election of the Exchange Editor
e than twelve semester hours. boat was seen to edge out into a and of the Circulation Manager
jTOu don't quiet down'!"
realized on the dinners, the real
was
deferred.
gain was made in the concession
quarter length lead. This lead they
The large majority of votes by
field, chiefly because of the addiincreased to about half a length at
Holt has up and gone to New
tion of new attractions. A spokesthe cypress trees as each crew which these students gained their
York. Reasons for his absence:
man for the committee stated that
matched the other stroke for positions show the Union's confi- E v e n i n g M e d i t a t i o n s To B e
(Underline one)
1. The Yanks
dence in their ability to maintain
there could be little doubt but that
stroke.
Continued N e x t Y e a r
play Boston next week. 2. The
the total income would have exAt this point the Tars gave it the the standards set by the publica)angtails are running around in
ceeded $1500, had the weather been
old "four-six-four" which caught tions of this year. Indeed, they
The last Organ Vesper program
?s again. 3. Mr. Haggerty (or
the Ohioans by surprise and before take over their new jobs well pre- of 'the year will be held tonight Bows Out in Freshman Play- favorable.
Brown) is out of sugar, and
The Committee was loud in its
they could recover the followers of pared with former experience and at 7:30 p. m. in the chapel. This
he Hotel Algonquin is lending us
ers' Show, "The Adding praise of the attitude and general
new
ideas.
Hickok had eaten up their half
till next Tuesday.
Equestriennes Risk Life and length lead and had added a quar- Jess Gregg, one of the most year was the first that the proMachine," Tomorrow Night cooperation shown by the student
gram
has
been
held
in
the
evening,
Limb in Competition for ter length on, themselves.
frequent and most popular congroups, many of whom had prehaving been held in the late afterCoveted Trophies
ize shock of the past week was
Jack Buckwalter's Rollins Fresh- pared features which were dependNearing the three-quarter mark, tributors to the Flamingo for the noon in the past. The evening proudden demise of both the Litthe Marietta prow was again seen past three years, having published gram has proved to be more popu- man Players are presenting Elmer ent on fair weather for success, but
The Women's Physical Education
Je Campus and the Varsity. We're
to be nosing out in front of the at least ten stories, has twice held lar with the students and will be Rice's impressionistic drama, "The who carried on cheerfully, despite
the position of Associate Editor
ilways prepared for one store fold- Department is presenting the an- Rollins boat and a hundred yar
Adding Machine", in the Labora- the disappointing weather. It was
continued next year.
1 Riding Intramurals, with comng, but when both suddenly close
tory Theatre tomorrow night and impossible to postpone the Fiesta
from the finish it seemed a certain for that magazine, and has held
Tonight Herman F. Siewert will
responsible positions on all four of
ip, we begin to wonder if Hitler petition between riders from vari- Marietta victory as they had
Friday at 8:15. The play is given at the last minute, the Committee
be
the
organist,
as
usual,
and
there
ous sororities, Sunday afternoon at
the publications.
bn't quite a menace after all.
for the benefit of the Refugee stated, since no arrangements could
six feet over the Tar boat.
will be a violoncello trio composed
2:30, at the Orlando Country Club
Fund, , and the tickets, costing be made to preserve the enormous
Dudley Darling, with a list of
It was here that Hickok raised
of Alvin Goldblatt, Sammie Gunn,
Riding Stables.
his stroke to a 44 and drove his accomplishments too numerous to and Helen Willey, accompanied by twenty-five cents, are being sold by amount of food, there were many
Bob Hayes, who graduated last
5me excellent riding will be
students on campus, or may be pur- concessions which also sold perishbow across the line a quarter length mention, has furthered his abilities Emelie Dougherty.
ear and has been serving as
seen in the two advanced horsechased at the door on the night of ables, and all arrangements for
[Kirts Editor of the Orlando Morn- manship classes and the intermedi- ahead of Marietta in the new Jay- still more by immediate connection
The program is as follows:
the bands, street parade, etc., had
the
performance.
with
the
current
"Tomokan".
vee
record
time
of
4:57.
i Sentinel since then, is about ate class. Betty Scott, who ranked
Robert McFall heads the staff of 1. Prelude and fugue in A
"The Adding Machine" is con been made and could not be counabandon the Fourth Estate. He's first in the Orlando Horse Show
Out of Friday's varsity defeat the *'R" book after experience on
minor _
-_Bach cerned with subjective projection termanded.
ling up to Wisconsin with Hank meet, Gladys Evoy, experienced
and Jayvee victory came a new Rol- that publication, and two years 2. Chant de May
Jongen that is. Rice brings out the mind;
Particularly hard hit by the rain
raterbach, and learn the pump Philadelphian, M. A. Martin, winvarsity boat on Lake Maitland work on the year book.
3. The Thrush
Kinder and souls of the characters. Hi were the specialty shows, which
ner of second place honors in the Monday afternoon. In one of the
Drifting Clouds
d'Antalffy has exposed the empty and harsh had depended upon admission fees
Dick Kelly comes to the editorGymkana last December, Janet
st sweeping shakeups ever made ship of the Sandspur with two
Requiem, Opus 66, David Popper littleness which is the soul of the for their profits, and were unable
The K. A.'s new house mothi
Jones, third place winner, and Joan
a crew squad here. Coach Brad- years of work on that publication
to do more than take a general
slave type that has been with
Violoncello trio
Mrs. Hall, is taking over the duties Kellogg-Smith, holder of many ley grafted his two boats together already behind him. He has had
G. Chanson de Mai
Borowski through all eternity. "The Adding collection under the circumstances.
it Mrs. Scott with aplomb, al- jumping ribbons, and first place
effort to mold a smooth and
luable experience of four 7. Prelude to the opera "Die
Machine" doesn't show, as might In an effort to guard against repeftough she does say that Lou
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)
years of general newspaper work
appear at first glance, the dulling
Meistersinger von
lills made such a racket Saturday
before coming to Rollins, has
(Continued on Page 2)
Nurenberg" _
Wagner
light around one o'clock that Ogilserved as a member of the Collegi
^e had to threaten him with a cold
Publicity Staff, and has been a cor
lower to shut him up.
pondent for the New York Herald-Tribune for two years.
John Osteich's catch of Chappie
The following story appeared in the Orange County Reporter on
Nov. 12, 1885, shortly after the opening of RolUns College, and gives
Uwton's long line drive in a recent
a graphic description of the early days here.
I'>all game seems to be the
The Rollins tennis team hasn't r to his word, he hurried to the bean-vcm of the century. Our
won any matches in intercollegiate ery, where he found the tennis
The end for which so many have jectors of the institution.
y.\ us that the ball was far
competition so far this year, but a team grouped cozily around their
The faculty are all on hand and
been diligently laboring the l a s t :
-' v'.-U'ich's head, when suddenly
are busily engaged in getting the Menagerie, Arsenal Appears; little incident that took place last/ special table, waiting to be served K i n g s b u r y , Lazaron Will B e
months — the opening of Rolli
reached in his pocket, pulled out College — was reached on the 4th schools into working order. Their
week-end certainly shows that the) with a juicy morsel of prize Hag
Among Speakers at Annual
Enyart Makes Comment
length of white thread No. 50, instant. For several days previous, roll is as follows: Rev. E. P. HookMay C e r e m o n y
boys are still making the old coL gerty steak. (The rest of us got
^i then did that Indian-disappear- persons who purposed attending er, D.D., President; N. Barrows,
lege
try for that elusive first vie eggs that day, but it seems Ollie
Pixies, those little men who
*? boy act you've heard so much the college had been arriving, im- M.D., Professor of Mathematics weren't there, visited the Rollins tory.
Rollins Class Day exercises will
Barker needed some vitamins).
*out. He came down about five parting an unwonted air of activity and Physics; Rev. Frank S. Child, campus again Monday night. The
Anyway, Swan hurried up and be held along the lakefront again,
Here's the story: Bud Albert,
minutes later, the ball safe in his to our streets. A typical Florida Professor of English and American Pixies have been strangely quiet manager-ballboy and first string spoke his little piece. But the ten- it was decided at a recent meeting
l^oved hand, and a few cloud-wisps day, with sunny skies, and a mild Literature and of Elocution; ?rof. this year, and there were many substitute for the Tar racket-r
nis team boys were on to him. Fix- of the Senior class.
President Matt Ely presided, and
tock in his hair, which wasn't even temperature favored the occasion. W. W. Lloyd, A. B., Professor of who were beginning to despair of had arranged a game with Stetson ing him with icy stares, they adOmpled.
At the ringing of the bell of the Ancient Languages and Principal the death of the little fellows, but University for the past Saturday. vised him to perform various feats, announced that Mr. John Adams
llage church, the audience room of Preparatory Department; Miss evidently the beneficent rays of the The match was to be played at De- such as jumping in the lake, soak- Kingsbury, father of Virginia
Land, but on Saturday morning the ing his head, etc. Swan, a grin on Kingsbury, would be one of the
"Hiis year's seniors are going out as well filled with students, in- Annie W. Morton, Principal of full moon lured them out.
kers at the commencement exstructors and friends of the insti- Training Department; Miss Louise
In addition to face-lifting the X Stetson manager called the Lamb- his usually serious countenance,
' a blaze of glory and stuff.
M. Abbott, Assistant Principal of Club building, the Pixies also made da Chi house and asked for the tried in vain to make them believe ercises.
John Willis is at work in his tution.
him. They laughed in his face.
doughty Mr. Albert.
r. Kingsbury, with a distinTraining
Department.
Accommoa
certain
girls'
dormitory
a
gift
of
•t^m late every night, planning for
A hymn was sung in opening,
Finally, in despair, he came over guished record of public service
Well, Mr. Albert wasn't in, so
iat Last Big Week. We don't after which Rev. Dr. Hooker of- dations are temporarily furnished some twenty guinea pigs, several
"ow just what the Wily Willis has fered prayer and made a few brief by several cottages and the church. goats, and a case of horrors. They U Swan answered the phone. to the writer and appealed to him. and wide experience as a speaker,
So,
always willing to help, we went
expected to prove a popular
Soon
the
halls
over
White's
store
Hello,"
said
the
Stetson
manager.
also
served
silent
warning
on
Hit•s his sleeve, but one sheet of pa- remarks. Rev. S. F. Gale, of Jackover and told them they would choice.
bad a schedule something like sonville, secretary and treasurer of will be ready and some of the reci- ler that Rollins, unlike Denmark, "Hello yourself," replied the genial
really be making a fruitless trip., At the baccalaureat ceremonies,
June 1, midnight: Start all the general Congregational Asso- tation rooms will be located there Poland, Austria and Norway, was- Mr. Swan. The Stetson manager
The razzberries were deafening. the nationally famous Rabbi Moras and radios in very house ciations of Florida, followed with until some of the college buildings n't to be tampered with, mounting was quite apologetic. He wanted
in process of erection are com- a gun by the theatre.
to defer the match. It was windy You can't fool the tennis team. No, ris Lazaron, of Baltimore, Md., will
room. June 1, one o'clock: an interesting address. An unexSir . . . they knew it was just a speak. Before the meeting adpleted.
up
in
DeLand,
he
said,
and
he
perDean
Enyart,
reached
by
a
Sandfirehose fight between Phi pectedly large number of students
joke.
journed it was decided that the
'e haven't heard much lately of spur reporter early Tuesday morn- sonally thought it might rain, too.
and X Club, have invita- is in attendance, including three
Would Mr. Swan please tell the
Well, to make a long story short, present seniors will continue the
ing
and
asked
for
a
statement,
said,
in
the
Freshman
class,
three
in
the
the
proposed
recreation
ground.
It
meet as follow up. June 1,
* * * ? / % ! ! " Following this lit- Rollins team that Stetson would ar- they piled into Trowbridge's car practice of maintaining a senior
certainly needed, especially since
o'clock: Break all fire alarms. Normal class, twenty in the Preannouncement, the dean subsid- range to meet them sometime in and went over to DeLand. They loan fund.
1, three o'clock: Blow up paratory Department and forty in the collegians must have a campus.
the near future, and would Rollins didn't play the match, but as someFollowing the setting of May 22
'e Hall. June 1, four o'clock: the Training School, a total of six- Baseball, cricket, football and the ed, making strange bubbling noises, mind not coming over for the one remarked, they sure showed
and May 26 for the dates of the trahinted vaguely at finding a
up Cloverleaf. June 1, five ty-six, and more are being added various out-door sports should be
they're not afraid of Stetson! Our ditional senior get-together with
practical use for that cannon. It match that day?
daily.
In
view
of
the
limited
acencouraged
that
the
young
men
Iftlock: Get Dean Enyart, shave
Mr. Swan, always the soul of advice is, next time listen to Mr. Dr. Holt, the meeting was adwould seem the dean is allergic to
goatee. June 1, six o'clock. Go commodations, the situation must may develop physically as well as
courtesy, said he would. And, true Swan.
journed.
Pixies.
be extremely gratifying to the pi'o{CJontinaed on Page 4)
(Contiaaued on Page 2)

No More Advertising
For "Flamingo"

Parade Proves Big
Aid to Festivities

Final Organ Vespers
In Chapel Tonight

Rollins Girl Riders
In Intramural Meet
Sunday at Orlando

Old Newspaper Describes Early Rollins Days
College Had Six Professors When Opened

Robin Rae Closes
Rollins Dramatics
Career This Week

You Can't Fool Our Tennis Team: They
Made Fruitless Trip to Stetson on Purpose

Mysterious Forces
At Work on Campus

Class Exercises
Set For Lakefront,
Seniors Decide

ROLLINS
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Debating Team Wins
Honors in Contest
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^ " ^

Peace! It's Wonderful!

ITS

By JACK LIBERMAN

Babcock, Davis Rank Third;
Other Team is Seventh

Member

fissocioted CoUeeiote Press

Publication Ofjice:

SANDSPUR

Over in Norway they are fight Nazism should be supreme and they J
ing what may prove to be themust avenge what happened to V\
turning point in this second World their country a t Versailles. Hitler *^
War. No one here can be sure is telling them to fight for what is ^
what is taking place over there, as right. British and French youths
we receive two reports for each
are being filled with propaganda, By
counter. If one reads the left side too. They are being told that Hitof the front page, he discovers the ler plans to rule the world and de- ^
Allies have landed troops in Nor- stroy their countries, that Germany ^^^
way, have retaken Narvik and are must be destroyed. Chamberlain , th'
on their way to a glorious victor>-; and Re>-naud are telling them to *^pt
if, however, one reads the right fight for what is right. And if the • •
side of the page, he finds that Ger- Allies need us, our youths will be **'"'
many has split Norway in half, has told to fight for what is right
re*"*
sunk a t least ten British men-ofJust what is right? Will the re- (jite
war, and is on its way to a glori- suit justify this destruction of the '^i
ous victory.
younger generation, the destruc- ^ J

The Rollins College debating
team won honors a t the Grand
Eastern Forensic Tournament held
in Rock Hill, S. C , last week. The
team composed of Freeland Babcock and Wesley Davis, jjlaced
third in the second National Direct
Clash Debate Tournament. The
other team, composed of Dwight
Johnson and Bob Stonerock, ranked
seventh in a field of 46 schools in
straight debate.
Analysis of this record reveal
even more interesting data. Bab
cock and Davis were completely un
familiar with the form of direct
clash debating, but entered the
tournament a t the last moment a t
the suggestion of the tournament
officials.
Johnson and Stonerock entered
straight debate, defending both
sides of the isolation question, although they were prepared t o defend only the negative side. Only
one defeat was recorded against
them on the negative.

All this leaves us very much be- tion of land, which might have pro- fuddled. However, we see that both duced much needed food, and the
sides take great pride in announc- resulting political, social and eco- * i
ing that they have sunk ships of nomic conditions? I doubt it very *^
the opposing side with great loss of much. War in any form is not ''^
life. And those who have lost their worth the loss of men. If only all ''^
s to feed the hungry mouth of youth would band together and re- ^"^
-s have not been those who had fuse to fight for any reason what-^ i
but a few years left to live but, for soever, there could be no wars. If ^'
the most part, were those men who the Allies should happen to begin* '
had years of enjoyment and happi- to lose, a s they did last time, they "^
ness before them. They were the will, without doubt, appeal to us*
'cream of the crop", the hope and to get them out of the mess they*.^^^
the builders of the future. And got into. I do not feel that we J^^.
those who are fortunate enough to should sacrifice our youth to the*'*"
be living still and yet live in the
courge of war. On what grounds'?''^
face of death all the time are also
will they appeal to us? They willft**
those who were to be the leaders
use the old cry. "Make the world-""'
and citizens of tomorrow. Mansafe for democracy". And above**'
kind, supposedly civilized, is trying
ill be heard a cynical S^?''
with all its power to destroy itself,
laugh. We fell for that twenty-Uba
and for what?
hree years ago, don't let us be i"'*'"
German youths are being filled ucked in again with that cry of-'ovi
luse
with propaganda that tells them .volf"

MatNaught. Ruth
Scho
Williim Terhune,
Bud "Waddell.
Douglas Bills.
FEATURE WRITERS
Jess Gregg, Sherry Gregg,. Jean Holflen, Peggy Hudgings, Jack Libi
T\4EBEU-THAT CALLS
Sara McCaslii
J Mille , Mary Ann Wil
caeycxxLEGE STUSPORTS WRITERS
Charles Arnold, Cecil Butt, Robert McKennan. Robin Rae, Alfred Rooi
DEf^TSTO CLASS BEARS
K
E
N
H
A
L
L
.
RENSSELAER
POC/STUDEKT^
velt, Richard Wesson, Clyde Jones.
IWE HAUJAARK •
ATTENDED 100 DIFFERED SCHOOLS OURlKiG
ASSISTANTS
RajUL
REVERE ^ 0 3 . 1624;
HB FIRST ElGKr SCHOOL VB^RS .-^
Shirley Bowstead, Pat Guillow, Barbara Northen. Arax Ehramjian
BUSINESS STAFF
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Manager
Kappa Kappa Gamma flung wide
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Manager its portals Sunday evening and wel
JANE RITTENHOUSE .„
Assistant Circulation
Manager comed all comers in what they mod
J O H N FLEECER
_
_
Exchange Editor estly described as the most coloS'
By JANE MILLER
sal Open House of the year — ir
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
fact, of all time. In spite of sev^
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many eral ugly rumors of bigger and betFervent play-goers, if Rollins it represents a most practical ad
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its nam, ter open houses to come, the Kaphas retained any of those relative- vancement in the often misunderimflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer pas held their ground, stoutly denystood creative arts a t Rollins.
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation', all these will b> ing the posibility of anything big- ly extinct animae from the dear,
decadent era of shapeless skirts,
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of ger, better, or more stupendous.
Meeting with Mary Ann Wilson
By BOB MATTHEWS
the Sandsfur.
Student Association President and Calvin Coolidge, may proper- in mid-campus we were accosted by
Dudley Darling led the charge up ly regard the evening of May first that irresistible gamin expression
"What changes would you like add some column that will be of in-'^^'
stairs in the Kappa House. Hif as something of an occasion. F o r of hers which rather stopped us in to see made in the Sandspur?"
terest to the students."
^^
1. Shirley Smith: "More writWe're going to depart a bit from the traditional policy of own private tour of the upper on the initial eve of the month ap- our tracks.
8. Chi Omegas: "Cut out soma
incoming Sandspur editors. Therefore, this column will con- reaches of Pugsley Hall he com parently best loved by musical com- "Oh, you made a mistake," wailed ings by Manchester."
of the dirt in the dirt columns." " ,
tain no homilies on what the future policy of this newspaper mended highly to his constituents edy librettists, several playwrights Mary Ann and indexed those in- 2. Bud Albert: "More contro- 9. Marcia Stoddard: "Keep nas-^^}]
will be, or what we hope to accomplish with it. There's many and they eagerly followed his sug will debut in the Rollins lab thea- triguing tendrils of hair on herversial subjects."
ty impressions and implicationsy];.
gestion
and
themselves
explored
a slip 'twixt the intention and the act, and we'd rather not
3. Eddie Waite: "Start Overforehead which she stoutly claims
out."
the
those heretofore sacred regions tre.
commit ourself a t this time.
heard again."
Plays by Barbara Babb, Paddie are bangs, " it was Napoleon, not
10. Wes Hausman; *
However, we would like to say a word about the Sand- The consensus of opinion seemed Moodie and several others (all de- Scarlett O'Hara that I looked like!" 4. Wilson Whitehead: "It's per- cartoons by Petty." Put in someiltwi
to
be
that
the
Kappas
had
a
nice
spur's late editor, Jack Buckwalter. Some people have come
Columnists, a s well as Napol- fect."
serving stars for commendable
up to us and offered congratulations. We'd like to pass them house, but that it certainly didn't first steps in the direction of dra- eon, have their Waterloos, Mary 5. Jeff Kennedy: "Gosh, it suits 11. P a t Pritchard:
Pritchard editor!"
me fine."
on to Jack, who has been, to our mind, an extremely capable look natural.
ma) are on the bill. Deedee Hoe- Ann,
Downstairs De Mob and various
6. Johnny Fleeger: "There should
12. De Mob: "We a n't no lousy™'
editor.
nig will impart the lightness and
This man Buckwalter, who doesn't at all resemble the tra- other assorted guests gorged them- glow apropos of liquer to a cham- If we m a y irrelevant for a be some changes but I don't know stool pigeons, see!"
13. George Ehrlich: "More avia-"*'''
ditional human-dynamo type, is just about the most deceptive selves on the food so inimitably pagne-sparkle of Jess Gregg's. moment, Smokey Sholley's mout^i just what."
Jack Sharpe: "They should tion news."
person you ever saw. He handles more work than any two prepared by the Kappas and kicked (Pray, gentle reader, do not pack is our idea of what a rosebud would
up their heels with joy on the dance
people on the campus, and with half the fuss.
innuendo into the champagne look like, if it were a mouth inIn addition to maintaining a good scholastic standing, floor — when they could get onto sparkle above — we are not sug- stead of a rosebud.
The only drawback was that
Jack is president of his fraternity, a member of the chapel
gesting that Mr. Gregg's play may
re so popular that
staff, sings in the choir, works in the beanery, writes and
I a fizz!)
Quotes of many colours:
(Continued from Page 1)
had brought any other
directs student plays, and is a member of the Rollins Student
The production of this bevy of
(Any resemblance to remarks
dates; therefore, the enormous stag
(Continued from pafe 1)
Players.
miniature dramas will represent made by living persons is entirely
line
only
managed
to
get
around
to
to
bed,
get ready for BIG THINGS^" ^
He does other things too, but we couldn't possibly retition of such difficulties next year,
that rather incredible achievement, coincidental).
member all of them. But the big point is, he does everything dancing about five steps a t a time the crystallization of a dream Dexter: Most people start out as
committee plans to arrange tomorrow night.
dor
well. It's one thing to tackle a lot of jobs and skip through and about once every three dances. which has inhabited the hearts of children. (It's safe to assume that suitable working plans for the en
Ihe •
them . . . something else again to really make a success of all
Fiesta to be transferred in
Howard Bailey and Edwin Gran- they do anyway, Mr. D.)
This happened two years ago, butjjijj^
you tackle.
berry for some time past. Both Mr.
J. Gregg: Couldn't you conceive a doors, with skits, plays, etc., prob it's still good. Carl ThompsoHn^ j
So, once again, congratulations, Jack Buckwalter, on a
ably confined to the Laboratory who some of you probably remem-^jjj^
Bailey and Mr. Granberry believe guilty passion for him ?
job well done. We hope we'll be able to keep the Sandspur
that there is no better way by Betty Hall: I call my morning Theatre.
ber, was sitting in a certain claas^
on the same high plane you have established.
which embryonic dramatists may dash from Strong Hall to PineThe Committee was reluctant to bored and awfully tired of tryinffjiJ^j^
(Continued from Page 1)
try their own strengths and weak- hurst, "Flight Into Oblivion!"
publish individual sorority and fra- to assimilate the two-bit words t h e ^
;es than by the tangible realizaternity proceeds because while al, instructor was using. Finally, driv-^j
effect of big, impersonal business;
When you see that big, barrel-chested man with the brist- rather it is concerned with the tion of their first, however foot- Have you started making out worked equally hard, many wert en to desperation, he heard the pi*o-|K|fj
your Upper Division papers yet or hunted into corners and bad spot.' fessor top all previous efforts,|^^,
ling black moustache and the bass-drum voice rolling past you spirit of the slave who in this cen- some essays into drama.
you still enjoying life liberty n Rec Hall, and others, like the come up with a word that took twOj,nagain, take a good look at him. He's getting to be a rather tury wears a white collar instead To us the occasion will be defipecialty show numbers, suffered minutes to articulate. Thompsoi^y^
tely exciting — exciting because and the pursuit of happiness?
of the iron one worn thousands of
famous person.
o much from the rain that it
reared up in his seat, clutched wild-^^^^
U. T. Bradley, (the U. stands for Udolphus) in addition years ago. None of the characters
deemed
unfair to place the affair ly at the air, choked, gurgled andj^j^^
to being the coach and instigator of crew at Rollins, is really know how to enjoy life and, most
on a competitive income bi
fainted neatly at the pedagogue'4^|^J
pitiful of all, don't realize their
the patron saint of the sport in the deep south.
Complete figures are a t the cash- feet, apparently dead to the world^.
'Brad", as his boys call him, is a fanatic. His religion is ignorance in this respect.
ier's office, and may be obtainc( When the class stopped laughing^
crew, and we suspect he won't really rest until the surface of
The cast seems to have feeling
on application there.
It wa; five minutes later, Thompson w a ^ '
Lake Maitland is covered with "Spiders," as his cohorts are for the parts, and is doing very
learned, however, that the net in still lying there. (Just a sugges-^A
called, and every southern college has a crew!
well in this difficult production.
By PEGGY HUDGINGS
come from all fraternities amount- tion, you know.)
-^^^^
Bradley is the kind of coach the boys like to hang around, Robin Rae, in what will probably
ed to $159.39, while the sorority
and they work for him like galley slaves, because they respect be his last performance a t Rollins, With a Finger on the Pulse: We sitting calmly on the H'shoe total was $138.37.
* * *
-itea,
him. They know he's sincerely interested in furthering the promises to be an excellent Zero. hear that one of the Greek-letter munching grass and gab . . . and
The Women's Physical Educa^u^/
Interests of both Rollins crews, and others throughout the Philippa Herman, as Daisy Diana groups . . . (and maybe more) . . . who should come along but a mistion Department sends us a not<
Dorothea Devore, is doing a good
going to use Fred Waring ar- directed water sprinkler . . . Bil! the Fox, of all ghastly things, the to say that the Riding Intramur-Totg
country.
A fabulous figure, Bradley is all nerves before the start job, somewhat to the surprise of rangements for the College Sing in House seemed to resent the intru- other night.
are being held Sunday in O r - ^
Mary Had A Little Slam: f
May . , . who was the rather elderly sion and marched off toward the
of a race. They tell the story of how he frequently has a some of us.
lando.
One sentence about 6~~~
gent who gave our child of Terpsi- lakefront to Have I t Out in theprofs who won't meet outside wh
cigarette in one hand, then lights another, smokes both a t
"Houseparty" event that some ol Th
once without knowing it. Not an unreasonable disciplinarian, Evanston, Illinois, high school chore, Deedee Hoenig, such a big open air with Paul Meredith , . . the weather's sun-tan-like . . . f the girls have entered caught oui
he shows a willingness to cooperate with every man, lets them students, assembling in their audi- hand in her "Night Must Fall" the rest of the student body (all 6 the peepul (like us) who ignore the eye, and ever since we've been tor-){^
break training occasionally.
torium, to hear the Coe College dance? . . . what were the fire- of us) thought it might be a chance obvious significance of the fence tured by the most amazing mental
Right now, U. T. isn't sleeping too much of nights. The band, waited half an hour, discov- works in Fox Hall for Monday for some free-for-all . . . but no! on the Carnegie side of the H'shoe pictures. We see the bright F l o r i - p
. . . not even a sock . . . what's . . . and just leap over it . . .
boys say he's worrying about next year already, for his two ered there had been a 30-day error
sun beaming down on a cozy
fine strokes, Ogilvie and Hickok, won't return!
dates.
I. ? A premature 4th ? . . . and the place coming to ? Well, we're heard that somebody the other day little corral, and there they are, all
grouped chummily around an imat last we have a pleasant com- hanging up our Out to Lunge sign had missed.
just in case . . .
Apropos of Nothing: we heard mense bridge table, playing on ^
tary from the Gamma Phi's
Slips That Passed By Us In The that Arline Kaye was christened in horseback. There's a largish dark- ^
(one whose initials are Helen
rum
the other night! . . . what well- eyed woman on a pretty dappled
Night:
Prom
Sally
Modgdon,
"I
Darling . . . ) on what to do about
;e who keeps charging around ^
the S'pur . . . no more dirt columns! wonder what Andy will s a y ? " . . . knowti professor was awakened
ig up the glasses. We think ^
Trow's religion class (all except Mary Ann Wilson, " I have the three times after 1 p. m. Sunday
mind for some time, though we enable the college in four or five those who have some sort of race hardest time getting in my window a. m.? . . . Our sympathies to BetMarge Weber, but you know "^
To the Editor of the Sandspur:
confusing those images can
The whole campus is rife with hesitated to speak because we did years, to build a co-op building, or prejudices) went to the Sanctified every night!" . . . from the WAC ty Hall who was feeling under the
^
speculation over the sudden closing not want to appear to favor the may contribute much toward realiz- Baptist church in Jonestown last Society, "Yes, I know, if she's anx- weather Sattidy. . . if you have be!
of both the Little Campus and the interests of the college to the ex- ing the Student Union itself.
Sunday eve to study the psychology ious to make Bob Whiston her man, nothing better to do, mooch over
Cool
to Dyer Memorial and listen to
Varsity, chief off-campus hang- clusion of the Winter Park merIn addition, there is no doubt of the thing first hand . . . the she's Shirley!"
Next week we hope the newly.
outs and sources of light refresh- chants, who have, as a rule, played that such a student managed store Fiesta almost floated away, but
"Have You Noticed" Depart- Tschaikowsky's Concerto in B Flat appointed fraternity and sororitj'"^1
a vital part in the growth of Rol- Would be more convenient, and
Minor which we insist is going to
ment.
successuper anyhow, since i t ment: That Jess Gregg is no longrepresentatives arrive promptly'^ a
We don't know the reason for lins College.
more economical for the average did clear up, and there was a moon er wearing kitchen utensils ? That be the next hit from that man'
unday afternoon, laden with hu-Prog
moosic . . . we warn you not to
the closing of these stores, but we
But now that both the organiza- student as well as giving part time
Betty Hall and Grady Ray (in- Bob McNeill has gone back to New
orous notes, trivia, etc. If th<
take a score pad, tho', because
do know that thousands of dollars tions have stopped functioning we work to several scholarship stuteresting combine there) were mo- York? . . . .That Jean Tumer and words are already being put to it plan works out, each house wil \^
are spent every year by Rollins feel free to reveal what has been on dents and enabling them to become
polizing the front of the ring- Don Cram go out of their way (our by one of the colUch musicians . . . have a column . . . not a big o n ^
students in these places, and theour mind.
experienced in running a business.
the-stick booth . . . and the moom- own front yard, to be specific) to since this is the time of year when you understand, but still, something, '
failure of the service has resulted
The campus as a whole, the stuWe believe this idea would be of
make news with their wooing? . . .
in call its very own. If you'v^a
in no small inconvenience to thedents, staff, and administration has the utmost advantage to the whole pictures of the broken suspenders that Sally McCaslin has a newrumors start breaking we'll refrain
got anything you want in thirli ^
ade had Standing Room Only
students.
been fighting for a Student Union college, and now is the time to
"Life" red sweater? . . . that Nancy from telling you that Con Carey inlumn, send it around. We exJjjjj
.
Marge
Chindahl
was
sneaksists
that
she
was
cold
sober
when
It does not seem fair that these Building for some time. We can't make a forward step in this direcLocke can't keep her feet out of
pect it will appear, eventually.
i
businesses, who take so much from have a Student Union Building at tion and accomplish something that ing out of Beanery Monday with a the way of door-sills ? . . . that vnn- she fell over a car . . , and we
the college, and depend upon the this time. But we can have, and has been desired by Rollins for sev- milk-bottle full of what she swore ter is back again? . . , the GB on wouldn't dream of quoting Boyd
orange
juice
.
.
.
tsk.
Marge
.
.
.
France when he said, T never had
college for their very existence, should have, a cooperative store for eral years.
the back of Betty de Giers' auto?
Anne Earle, '39, a visitor on t h c ^
Lynn Naught is now Pinned
do not, in every case lend their the college members. The profits
A Student Council Member
Found: by an unidentified party, any real experience until . . . .!" campus, entertained Luverne Phil- K
support to the Rollins publications. from such an institution, if they (Ed. Note: This letter was received Naught since Mitch Mitchell has a new way to get into Rec Hall a t Make sure "Al the Things You T a r " ips, Daphne Banks, and Dorothj K
They take all, and give little.
amount to the sums that have been pn Sunday. The Varsity reopened decided t h a t she's the most able- night . . . also an unidentified per- are Dusty . . .
Cicaralli a t her home in St. Peters- *
dolly on campus. . . .
This thought has been in ourspent in off-campus stores, would the next day.)
burg.
^,
son who had tbe noive to touch
T. D.
Carapusallie: There they •*ere
thews, France
Sholley, Hesti

Kappa Open House
I Proves Big" Hit,
Stags Lose Out
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Hail and Farewell!

Fiesta Income Over
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Ubiquitous Udolphus
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Tars Pound Miami Pitchers Ehrlich, Skinner
Gary Cup Race Tightens,
In Week-End Double Header Win State Titles COEDS in SPORTS Diamond Ball War Looms

THE

By GLORIA YOUNG

Daugherty Stars on Mound;
Lingerfelt and Hardman
Share Batting Honors
By CLYDE JONES
Showing more hitting power than
has been seen this year in previous
games, the Rollins Tars baseball
team swept a two game series from
the Miami Hurricanes in Miami
last week-end, 16-2 and 13-5.
Despite frequent showers in the
first game, Bill Daugherty found
the wet ball much to his liking, and
held Miami to three hits while his
mates pounded the ball for 20
safeties, half of which were for
extra bases.
For six innings it was a good
ball game. Then with Rollins
leading 2-1 going into the seventh
inning, the Tars finally got the
range of Johnny Douglas and sent
him to the showers in the eighth
frame, after biasing across 10 runs
in the seventh and eighth.
Rollins continued their great offensive in the ninth, off the delivery of Sapp and Back, Miami's
other two pitchers. The Tars made
four more runs in this frame to
end the scoring for the day.
Daugherty not only pitched
^reat ball, but he also led his team
in hitting for the day, hitting two
balls over the left field fence, but
because of the short left field
fence ruling he was held to two
bases.
Sharing the honors with Bill
were big June Lingerfelt and little
Sammy Hardman. They gathered
four hits each. Two of Lingerfelt's hits were triples.
The second game went along the
same lines as the first. It was a
close affair until the sixth inning
then McDowall's boys started hitting the ball a la New York Yankee
style. The Tars ran up seven runs
in the seventh, with five safeties
d two errors helping them along.
In the next frame Rollins made
four more runs to put the game on
m Lease pitched the first six
innings for the Tars, but early in
seventh, Jim was taken out and
replaced by Bill Daugherty. Bill
set the Miamians down for the
next three innings with just three
hits.
Lease pitched good ball in his six
innings on the mound. He struck
out eight men and gave up but
seven hits. However, Lease got
wild in the seventh and McDowall
was forced to yank him.
The hitting in this game was
well divided. Joe Justice found the
range for the first time this year
and hit the ball hard and consistently, getting three for four; one
of them over the left field fence.
Sammy Hardman made several
great catches to take the fielding
honors for the two game series.
The lineups, first game :
Rollins
AB R H PO A E
llaniman, cf _.. 6 4 4 2 0 0
l.iri-erfelt, l b „.. 6 3 4 11 0 0
Justice, 2b
4 3 2 3 3 0
Brankert, If
5 3 2 0 0 0
Gaulding, 3b .
4 0 1 0 2 0
Jones, ss
4 0 2 2 11Blitz, c -.
5 0 1 8
2 0
Bouton, rf
1 0 0 1 0
1
xLease
1 0
0 0 0 0
Estes, rf ,__
3 1 1 0
0 0
Daugherty, p . - 5 2 3 0 2 1
Totals

44 16 20 27 10

3

SPORT

FLASHES

In Sabre, Foil

Spotting the Sigma Nus four
men, and with a comparatively inexperienced pitcher, the X Club
walloped Hit Hagnauer mercilessly
yesterday, winning 27-16. The losers played sloppy ball, throwing
many runs away on fielding errors,
while the Clubbers, with ' Danny
Speyer playing left field, short
stop, center field and short filed,
played smart, heads-up ball. Kennedy handled every ball hit to him
cleanly, and Rodda pitched steadily
throughout.
Only Nichols, Hagnauer, Farnsworth and Dana showed any promise for the losers. The game was
called at the end of the fifth inning; the Clubbers were talking of
using only five men if it ran seven.
Four Clubbers were conspicuous by
their absence, preferring to spend
the hot afternoon in a cooler spot.
The Phi Delts dropped a tough
one, 6-5 to the Independents, on a
disputed decision, in the final game
of the afternoon. Two Davises
grabbed the pitching honors, with
Bob on the mound for the Phi
Delts, and Wes hurling for the winners. This win puts the Independents out in front.

Rollins Girl Riders
In Intramural Meet
(Contii ed fr;

This Tuesday, tlie volleyball intramurals began.
The sorority
teams have been practicing a great
deal and we expect quite a bit of
competition among the girls.
Last Saturday evening at Rec
Hall the Amateur Fencers League
bouts were run off with the Florida
State title at stake. Toy Skinner,
defeating Rachel Harris and Mrs.
Vernon Edwards of Miami, the defending champion, won first place.
Riders, don't forget the riding
intramurals! They will be held on
the last Sunday of this month,
which isn't very far off. So be
sure to get your practice rides
before entering.
There's going to be a race to
the end for that much coveted
Lander trophy. The points now
stand at 305 for the Independents,
and 260 for the Theta's, with the
Pi Phi's and the Phi Mu's running
a close third and fourth race.

page 1)

winner in the advanced horsemanship class, will all participate.
Other competitors include Barbara Babb, also a consistent winner, Lillian Ryan, student riding
assistant and winner of second
place in the Orlando Horse Show.
The jumping event will include a
course of two S% foot jumps. Lillian Ryan and Ruth Schoenaman
will represent Alpha Phi sorority in
this event, with Barbara Babb and
Nancy Johnson carrying Pi Phi's
colors, Joan Kellogg-Smith representing the Independents, Phyllis
Fraser riding for the Kappas, and
Janet Jones and Gloria Young for
the Thetas.
Others participating in the three
horsemanship classes, pair class,
bareback class, and bal loon-breaking games include: Gay Davis, Virginia Smith, Eleanor Rand, Betty
Lamb, Betty Stevens, Carolyn Lewis, Marcia Stoddard, Vicky Morgan,
Anne Clarke, Jane Russell, Pollyanna Young, Betty deGiers, Jenelle
Wilhite, Wilma Tilden, Arline
Kaye, Ruth Ehrenkrantz Pris Parker, Jane McGrath and Sally Hodgdon,
Working quietly behind the
scenes, the Rollins swimming team
splashed all over the Stetson swimmers recently, winning easily. The
two teams meet again, here at Rollins on May 4.

Shriner Is Sabre Runnerup;
Mrs. Vernon Edwards is
Second in Women's Foil

Meets Are Sponsored
By Fencers League
Emanuel Ehrlich of New York
City took first place in the first
annual Florida State sabre tournament, held in Recreation Hall last
Saturday afternoon at 2:30. Dejay
Shriner of New Rochelle, New
York, took second place while Richard Dana of New Haven, Conn.,
was third.
The champion easily showed his
superiority and experience by defeating all his opponents by a score
of 5 -2or less. In two of his six
matches he was hit only once each.
In two bouts he was scored upon
twice and in two he wasn't touched
at all.
The sabre meet was sponsored by
the Florida Division of the Amateur Fencers' League of America,
which has its headquarters at Rollins College. This body is connected with the Amateur Athletic
Union of the United States and
controls all official fencing, including the choosing and training of
the Olympic fencing team in this
country.
Summary
Contestants: Emanuel Ehrlich,
Dejay Shriner, Richard Cerra,
Richard Dana, Franklin Bowes,
Dixon Yard, John Gross, Frank
Manuel.
Scores:
Ehrlich defeated Shriner 5-2,
Cerra 5-2, Bowes, 5-1, Yard 5-1,
Manuel 5-0, and Gross 5-0.
Shriner defeated Cerra 5-1, Dana
5-2, Bowes, 5-0, Manuel 5-3, and
Gross 5-1.
Dana defeated Cerra 5-1, Bowes
5-4, Manuel, 5-4, Yard 5-3, and
Gross 5-1.
Cerra defeated Bowes 5-2, Manuel 5-2, Yard 5-1, and Gross 5-1.
Manual defeated Bowes 5-3, Yard
5-2, and Gross 5-3.
Yard defeated Bowes 5-3, and
Gross 5-2.
Gross defeated Bowes 5-4.
In the evening. Toy Skinner took
the Florida State Women's Fencing
title by defeating Mrs. Verono Edwards, of Miami, defending champion, and Rachel Harris in the final
round of the Women's Foil tournament.
Miss Skinner, fencing steadily,
and making use of the lightninglike parry-riposte and strong accurate attacks, showed the skill
which has drawn the praise of Antony Greco, Joseph Vince, and oth-

Marietta Trims
Rollins Varsity
(Continued from Page 1)
powerful stroking crew for the
tough Northern schedule.
The shake-up saw Ray Hickok,
brilliant J.V. stroke, in the pilot
position of the senior boat and
along with him went his key men,
Grady Ray at number seven, and
Frank Grundler at number five.
The bow saw several changes with
two jayvees, Waddell and Sedlmayr, and varsity bow Pitman
changing places. The coxswain
post is also in the balance as both
Weinberg and Ely are being given
a shot.
This entire week will be a week
of changes as Brad must find a
smoother and more powerful crew
for the longer Henley distance.
er internationally known fencing
masters.
Mrs. Edwards also fenced a
strong aggressive game, taking advantage of openings almost too
small for the eye to see, and managed to force the score up to 5-4,
Miss Skinner winning by a single
point.
The two Rollins fencers qualified
in a preliminary round held a short
while ago by the A.F.L.A., which
Mrs. Edwards, as defending champion, did not have to enter.
Miss Skinner defeated Edwards
5-4, Harris 5-3.
Mrs. Edwards defeated Harris
0.
An epee tournament for men will
be held at Rollins on Saturday,
April 27, to decide the state champion of that weapon.
'

Phi Delts, Independents and
Sigma Nus Upset X Club,
KA, Lambda Chi in Openers

banked in the final innings. Red
Green proved a real thorn in the
side of the losers, traveling all over
the lot to snag potential hits.

With the possession of the new
Men's Intramural Cup hanging in
the balance, the 1940 Diamond Ball
series promises to be one of the
most hectic in recent years. The
Phi Delts, with a slugging crew
and Bob Davis on the mound, look
like a strong outfit, but the real
dark horse of the series is the Independent team, with the K. A.'s just
as formidable as ever.
The Independents have both offensive and defensive strength,
and two good pitchers in Wes
Davis and Red Harris. The Lambda Chi's, runners-up last year are
sorely weakened, with no dependable pitcher and a leaky infield.
The X-Clubbers, who are at present out in front in the cup race, are
hampered by lack of hitting power
and their outfield is a trifle shaky,
but if these boys hit their pace
you can expect some trouble. Sigma Nu is not expected to push the
leaders.

Tightest game of the season so
far was the K.A.-Independent battle on Wednesday afternoon. The
outcome was in doubt up till the
last moment, when the K. A.'s
packed the bases, but the Independents muffled the threat and came
out on top, 2-0.

In the first game of the season,
the Clubbers had the cheering section, but the Phi Delts had the hits,
as they pounded Jack Myers hard
in the opening innings to run up
a lead that was never headed, winning 8-2. The Clubbers found
Davis' twisting delivery baffling,
and were held to few hits.
The strong Independent outfit
gave promise of things to come
when they took advantage of several costly Lambda Chi errors to
win handily, 10-2. Darnold started for the Lambda Chi's, and was
given poor support, but Eddie
Weinberg, arriving late from crew
practice, took over in capable fashion and the Independents were

ANDY'S GARAGE
Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

In the second game the Sigma
Nu's jumped on the hapless Lambda Chis for ten runs in the first
inning, then scored five more while
holding the losers to eight tallies,
winning handily, lB-8. Hagnauer
pitched effectively for the winners,
with Darnold and Matthews sharing hurling honors for the Lambda
Chis.
Our traveling baseball team will
disappear again on Friday, journeying to Tampa this time to meet
the Spartans. If the Tars clean up
Tampa and take over Florida in
their remaining games, they can
claim the state baseball champion-

MOST EXCLUSIVB HOTEL

Home of College Clobs
in Slew York
The Barbizon is the home of college
clubs in New York. Why? Perhaps
it's because the Barbizon offers so
many more of the smart interesting
things that appeal to college girls.
Daily it presents a harmonious medley of cultural and physical activities . . . musicales . . . art lectures
. . . dramatics . . . a fine library....
swimming pool . . . sun deck . . .
squash courts. Another reason why
college girls prefer living in The
Barbizon Manner is its location . . .
in the midst of New York's most
fashionable residential section, yet
convenient to important business
centers, art galleries, museums,
theatres and schools,
7 0 0 rooms, each with a radio
Tariff: from $2.50 per day
from $12 per week

COLONY
Week Beginning April 25th
Thursday and Friday
DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM
RAY MILLAND in
"French Without Tears"
also
"1,000,000 B. C."
Saturday - Sunday and Monday
TYRONE POWER
DOROTHY LAMOUR

AMERICAN
Launderers

"JOHNNY APOLLO"
PETE SMITH in "Stuffy"
also Information Please No. 2
Tuesday and Wednesday
JEAN ARTHUR
MELVYN DOUGLAS
FRED MacMURRAY

Drycleaners

CAMPUS AGENTS

•
Sam Hardman
Joe Justice

Shirley Bowstead, Betty Watson
and Josephine Caruso attended a
Chi Omega convention at the University of South Carolina in Columbia during the past week-end.

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
RAY

INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered

GREENE

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400
100 Park Ave.

WASHING, POLISHING. SIMONIZING
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

Rollins Press Store
Mother's Day Cards
Stationery

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Park

This is the season for

SLACK

SUITS

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

2nd Annual Sale

BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents
We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
Phone 413

Chambrays — Silk Jerseys
Seersuckers — Ginghams
-

Cool, easy fitting slack
suits make for greater comfort as the warm weather
approaches.

CLEARANCE SALE

Hop-sacking,
breather
cloth and fine rayon suitings are among the materials we are showing. Various shades of tan, green or
blue.

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP

Priced from $2.95 to $7.95

R.C. BAKER
at the corner, downtown

AT

2 Piece SUITS at
SWEATERS at
BRAEMARS at
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

•
GREAT REDUCTIONS

Hand-cut and tailored to order to your Individual Style, $15
and up. — "Strictly hand-made" $50 and up

BUY NOW AND SAVE

Imported and Domestic Materials
ORLANDO

—

§15.00

Originally "PETE THE TAILOR"
48 West Central

$4.50
$1.00 and $2.00
$8.95 and $10.95

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

SPRING SUITS FOR THE GRADUATES!

Angebilt Hotel BIdg.

§10.00

(values to $29.75)

Phone 7544

THE L i m E GOWN SHOP
785 N. Orange Avenue
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

ROLLINS
Deedee Hoenig Group
Gives Dance Program

MARCHING MERCHANTS
Resent

Nasty

Student

Resentment

Lecture, Solo Numbers Round
Out Recent Recital
Although it is not the custom of •where it was unanimously acthe I. A. H. M. (International Army
of Heather Merchants) to interfere
in anything, an issue has arisen of
such grave significance as to compel us to make public our convictions. We refer of course to the unreasoning
student
resentment
against this season's selection of
student plays. With the sole exception of "You Can't Take It With
You" the I.A.H.M. as a body thinks
that the plays as a whole have been
very pleasant this season, (We are
staunchly supported in this opinion by that thrice-eminent dramatic
critic, our very own Professor
Pierce, producer of the smash hit,
"The Music Master", who has long
been a Marcher in the vanguard of
the Heather Merchants.)

claimed by the Nat'l Munitions
Mfg.'s of America in their convention of June, 1916. At Rollms,
however, the play had to contend
with the malignant prejudice of the
disciples of Professor Steel, a fanatical student of Shakespeare
whose efforts could hardly be considered "good theatre". How anyone could have failed to be moved
by the stirring patriotism, the international outlook revealed in th
theme: stop fighting your neighbo
and help kill the Germans, and thi
awe-inspiring return of Rufe's soul
to its home and mother, surpasses
the understanding of the Heath'
Merchants. In defense of the play
against the vicious attacks of the
Steel faction, Professor Pierce sayf
in his memorable letter to the Sandspur of last week, quote: "When
Broadway gives its approval of the
two plays mentioned, and when our
audiences in Winter Park signify

Although we may not unreservedly approve of the radical ethics in
"The Fool" we cannot but laud its
refreshing originality. The uproarious, hilarious, "Stop Thief" was
marred in presentation by the out- | their approval, personal opinion
rageous antics of MacArthur and may of course be personal and still
his satellite Gregg, but it was in be proper, but unless the criticism
other respects delightfully pleasant expresses the general consensus of
and refreshing. Though "You Can't opinion for the audience as a whole,
Take It With You" scarcely merits there may be, and perhaps should
our criticism we might say in pass- be, mild forms of repercussions."
It clearly follows that, if we are
ing that had it not been for its too
profound characterization and plot given as pleasant a group of plays
might have been a pleasant drama. next year as we have been privi"Sun-Up" was not as well received leged to witness this year, we canat Roljins as it was in Jersey City not ask for more.

RoddaNew
Headwaiter,
Will Succeed
Ogilvie
Dick Rodda, popular Junior
from Bethlehem, Pa., has been
awarded* the position of head
waiter in the College Commons
for next year, according to an
announcement by Stuart Haggerty.
Dick will succeed Don Ogilvie,
capable director of this year's
Hustle-and-Bustle Boys, and will
take over his new duties some
time soon.
Reached at his duplex apartment in the exclusive X Club
Sanitarium yesterday, Mr. Rodda said, "My first act will be to
put McCorkle at a separate table, and put glue in that crumbly corn bread."

Brown Addresses Association

Hey! Where's
RoHins?
{Phi Delts Please
Note)
New York City—Representatives of 12 eastern universities
and colleges, selected by campus
elimination meets, will enter the
first
annual
Intercollegiate
Bridge Championship a t the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel here this
week-end.
The tournament, which will be
played in two sessions, Friday
evening and Saturday afternoon, is an invitation event and
is sponsored by a committee of
graduates from tht
The seven Ivy League universities and five women's colleges
which will enter their best
bridge pairs in the competition
are Brown, Columbia, Cornell,
Harvard, Mount Holyoke, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Radcliffe,
Sarah Lawrence, Smith, Wellesley and Yale.

Mr. E. T. Brown, while in Tallahassee at a meeting of the Southern Association of College and University Business Officers, stated N.Y.A. Students Rank High
that the financial plight of the priAlthough required to work an
vate college is rapidly approaching average of approximately 40 hours
the desperation stage.
per month, college students em
"Born of freedom—died of taxa- ployed by the National Youth Adtion" was the gloomy epitaph Mr. ministration receive higher thar
Brown forecast for the privately average grades, according to a surendowed colleges unless fundamen- vey just completed and made pubtal changes can be made with dis- lic by NYA Administrator Aubrey
patch in Federal and State tax pro- Williams.
Covering 62,000 student^g in
grams. Yields from endowment
funds, this official declared, have institutions located in 46 states, the
dropped from 25 to 50 per cent and District of Columbia and the terr
more during the past decade. He tories, the survey disclosed that
strongly urged repeal of the pres- NYA students ranked higher
ent 15 per cent tax-exempt pro- scholarship than the general
vision for charitable gifts in the dent body in 80 per cent of the
federal income tax law to permit colleges. Two thirds of the NYA
tax exemption on gifts of any size. employed students had scholastic
averages that placed them in
upper half of the student body.

Royal Typewriters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5114-5115

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

0s^

•iWO-

GETS A
/
Niru/u
NEW MEANING
...WHEN RAY MEETS
THAT MADEMOISELLE
FROM ARMENTIERS!'

DOUBLE

Deedee Hoenig and members of
her modern dance class gave
recital at the Annie Russell Theatre
last Wednesday afternoon before a
large audience.
Before the group gave demi
strations, Miss Hoenig presented a
lecture on the "Meaning of Modern
Dance and its Place at Rollins".
Miss Hoenig explained that Miss
Sara Millard Strauss was really the
originator of modern dance. Miss
Strauss broke away from the very
angular mode of dance and made
modern dance what it is today,
place modern dance holds at Rollins, Miss Hoenig explained, is not
only to complete the Upper Division requirements but to help the
posture and improve the body generally.
After the lecture Miss Hoenig
and her group dancers, Charlotte
Stout, Sherry Gregg, Patricia
Pritchard, Sally Hammond, Jeanne
Dominick, Priscilla Parker, Faith
Illava, Aldine Baker, and Alice
Newcomer demonstrated the fundamental exercises of modern dancing. These consisted of various
types of stretches and posture. The
group then danced to a Negro spiritual, "The Song of the Bayou", arranged by Sara Millard Strauss.
Miss Hoenig's solo numbers consisted of "Gymnopedie", a modern
adaptation of a Grecian ceremonial
dance arranged by Miss Strauss;
"Zigeuner", a rhythmic interpretation of Noel Coward's music arranged by Deedee Hoenig; and
"Night Must Fall" a bolero-rhum-

SANDSPUR
Gamma

OFF CAMPUS
By ALDINE BAKER
Vicky Morgan spent the weekend in Clearwater.
Sally McCaslin and Gladys Evoy
visited Sally's aunt in Tampa.
Anne Clark and Nancy Osborne
went to Pasa Grille to see Mrs.
Osborne.
M. A. Martin visited in Tampa.
Peg Mahon spent her week-end
in Hollywood.
Anne Searle went to West Palm
Beach.
Ruth Ehrenkranz flew to New
York for a week.
Lois Terry went home to Tampa
on Saturday.
Verges Van Wickle was in Miami
Ida Mae Hope spent the weekend at her home in Sarasota.

Conservatory Recital
Presented Sunday
By Mixed Group
On Sunday afternoon, April 21,
ix Conservatory students presentd a junior recital.
Marelle Haley opened the program with four piano selections,
followed by Doris Hogan, a new
soprano in this talented group.
Geraldine Gee, violinist, and Mary
Elizabeth Upchurch, pianist, con-

I

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1910
Phi's

All-College

Plan

j Many

Attend Charming Fire Monday Nite, ^
Dance
Intrepid Souls Cross Tracks, View Spectacle i^

I Dubsdread's t h e Place. M a y 4 ,
t h e D a t e of B i g A f f a i r
Amid a season of varied functions and intellectual entertainThe Gamma Phi's, (the sweet ments the Rollins Family, or a good
things!) are breaking into t h e ; part of it, was present at the social
strong box again, and will give an jfire in Colorto\vn Monday night.
All-College dance on May 4, at Ye Upon the first blast of the fire
Olde Dubsdreade Countrie Clubbe. whistle the Varsity and most of
Contacted by a Sandspur slave the other places of concentrated
yesterday in their Strong Hall congestion emptied wide and fast,
sanctuarj-, the Gamma Phi's admit- and even before the engine arrived
ted they have been planning such there were great numbers of the
an affair for some time.
better known Rollins cars present.
It will be a formal affair, with The police never did get there, unGlenn Brown's orchestra doing the less they came after we left.
honors. Franny Montgomery, the
Gamma Phi prexy, hinted darkly at
Colortown itself surrounded us,
some sort of "Election Ball,' motif and rolling its eyes and jumping
but a t this stage of the game, it's about in native fashion, it gave us
still undecided.
the feeling of tourists at an AfriAny^vay, there will be an All- can pow-wow. Black streaks moved
College dance . . . possibly the so fast around us that we couldn't
semi-final brawl of the year.
help but feel little chills on our
shoulder blades, and for a few minThe Tar golf team packed off to utes we forgot that many of them
St. Petersburg yesterday, to play were the friends or families of our
the Junior College of that city. Kel- own dormitory maids.
ler, Wesson, Crawford, Coates and
One mammy who may well have
Fred Ward made the trip.
been the owner of the house that
burned, wailed and bowed rhythmtinned the recital, followed by Rob- ically in grief, raising her apron
ert Ward, our versatile artist.
mammy-fashion above her head.
The Recital was concluded with Strings of little black boys dashed
two piano selections from Alyce in and out of the crowd and as the
Jane Stuckie and proved to be one hose came into play on the roof
of the most delightful entertain- there was constant movement forments this year.
ward and backward in great haste

in order that nothing would be >?
missed and at the same time that
no one would get wet. It gave the ^
effect of a vigorous Red Rover ^
game.
•
Finally the fire department was ^
able to lift the hose high enough -,
so that they could aim it at the j)
windows, and gradually tho fire'"
was extinguished. There was a
slight quiet as it faded out a n d . i
sizzled down, a disappointed quiet. *.,
When there was positively no 1.
'
for the flames to return w.
packed up and left to the "uh .
and the "Lordy, Xx>rdy's" of impopulace.
^

Miss Cox Directs Broadcast "^

^

The Rollins Radio Program, ^*
which was presented last Monday .
night, April 22, from 9:30 to 10:00 '
was under the direction of Miss*^'
Gretchen Cox, associate professor
of violin at the Rollins Consen-a-("^
tory. Those taking pnrt in the i^
broadcast were Erika Heyder, vio- 0
linist; Doris Hogan, soprano; Al-tfr"
vin Goldblatt, 'cellist; and Marello»A
Haley, pianist. Mary Elizabeth i»'
Upchurch, Mrs. Emily Dougherty (MC.
and Daphne Takach assisted tho^ln
soloists at the piano. The proscnta-#
tion was announced by Wallace ;i«
MacBriar.

the.

Old Newspaper
Describes Early Days
(Continued from Page 1)

0test W/r

mentally.
We are particularly
anxious to see our English friends
enjoying their favorite game of
cricket, bowling over the stumps,
hitting their legs before their wickets to the delight of the keeper and
maidens who slip by mid on
and off among the crickets and cut
over on short (sometimes long)
stops with the byes on bats who
point to the scores and pipe their
pleasure under cover. Then perhaps some wouldn't object to a
game of tennis.

iS makers are buying 'em
"two packs at a time" because Chesterfields a r e DEFINITELY MILDER, COOLERSMOKING and BETTER-TASTING.
Chesterfields are made from the world's
finest cigarette tobaccos and they're made
right. In size, in shape, in the way they burn
. . . everything about Chesterfield is just
right for your smoking pleasure.

Women, take a lesson from the
cat! Have you ever seen a cat that
was ungainly or awkward? Or
with circles under her eyes?
one that was dirty and lacking that
well-groomed look ? The cat i
be treated with respect and admiration for when she enters the r
it is always a poised and sleek
"Tabby".
Lesson one in feline lore is Clean,
liness . . . The cat is forever wash
ing away. We acquire "that freshly scrubbed look" by starting with
a good shampoo. And you can copy
this down in your little black note
book . . . a big size bottle of Ogil
castile soap is "Nifty Approved"
for economy and for doin' thing:
to your womanly tresses.
You've never seen a cat walk
away when having its back slicked
down. Well now, that's the very
same action that a good Pro-phylac-tic hair brush will have for you
Combine fresh washed air, your
hair brush, a little energy and
your crowning glory will actually
shine.
You won't want to perch on the
backyard fence and meow to the
moon after viewing the fresh white
dresses that are housed in the Resort Shop. In fact, it will be a
"pretty pussy" that selects Arkay's
white linen Baccalaureate frock . . ,
fashioned with a basque top, inserts of vertical tucking, a square
neckline, buttons down the back
and a full skirt that boasts patch
pockets. Little "Tommie Cat" will
pur-r with pride if such a dress
plays a feature role in your summer wardrobe.
Pert as a pussy's ear are the evening dresses that Mrs. Riley just
bought in New York . . . she paid
particular attention to select lots
of small sizes, full skirts and a
good lot of pastel and white gowns
for graduation. She said, "These
;ses are the cat's meow . . , best
you see them right away!"
For all these years women have
been called "cats" . . . Let's show
n the cat doesn't spend even a
part of her time fighting and telling tales . . . the cat consistently
preens herself and is therefore
smooth, sure and lovely . . . something that each of us should strive
for.

You get twice the pleasure watctiing the CRANE
TWINS in the Broadway
Revue Hit"HeNzapoppsn"* because there are
•wo of 'em...the busiest
pair of dancing twins you
ever sav^.

esterfield

Tiif^
Dickson-Ives
, LlGOETT ik i l i ERS TOBACCO C O .

